Indispensable to Smith Dalia’s affordable and public practice, Robyn Zurfluh’s work includes significant projects with mission-based and stakeholder-driven clients, as well as programming & design for more than 25 affordable housing projects. Because of her familiarity with the non-profit world and its complex funding mechanisms, Robyn’s tenure has enabled the creation of many place-oriented public buildings, often indistinguishable from market-rate projects. Robyn’s projects have won awards for design excellence, historic preservation and sustainability, including Atlanta ULI Developments of Excellence and National AIA/HUD awards for Design Excellence.

For nearly three decades, Smith Dalia Architects (SDA) has enhanced communities through historic preservation & adaptive use, multi-family, mixed-use & university architecture. Based in Atlanta, SDA’s practice has expanded from design that honors history and place to designs undergirded with basic sustainable features. Time and again, SDA projects have cleverly and aesthetically transformed underutilized buildings into destinations and blighted neighborhoods into vibrant communities.